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Abstract 
 
A flexible high-level control language is an important element in the continued task of introducing 
mobile agents to new application domains. One such new application domain is the use of a small 
mobile agent in an agricultural field performing mechanical intra-row weeding. This paper defines 
requirements and scope of a process and behaviour based scripting language needed to control the 
weeding agent in an agricultural field. The basis is the transparent and tactical SMR-CL (Real-time 
Control Language for Mobile Robots) language modified to include necessary motion commands 
and a supplemental supervisory function to record the progressing coverage of the field. The focus 
is on a reactive and an adaptive real-time distributed behaviour guided by sensor information during 
execution in a semi-structured agricultural field environment. The control language is applied to a 
limited number of cases presenting typical field conditions for row crops.   
 
Keywords: row crops; semi-structured; semi-natural; hybrid architecture; simulation; testbed 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Autonomous operation of an inter- and within-row weeding robot has to be carried out in a partially 
unknown environment (e.g. Tillet, 1998; Hagras et al, 2002). Also, the environment is characterised 
as “semi-structured” in order to emphasise the notion that some pre-determined structure is present 
in the field, as opposed to the widely adopted notion of “semi-natural” (e.g. Blackmore, 2002). For 
the weeding agent to navigate with accuracy within such an environment, motion actions have to be 
generated as a result of events occurring in the process of performing the weeding. The control 
structure has to be flexible in the sense that the required actions (control primitives) are not 
predetermined in time and space but rather seen as a function of sensed information from the 
current environment and the progress of the operation itself. A reactive behaviour must be possible 
through an adaptation to uncertainty and unexpected events in the environment. Also, the inclusion 
of a supervisory system for mode generation and goal directing is considered important (Payton, 
1986).  
Autonomous operations in agriculture have been investigated using different approaches (e.g. 
Gray, 2001; Reid et al, 2000; Stentz et al, 2002). One approach involves that the autonomous 
vehicle follow a predetermined route based on an absolute positioning system, like GPS. The major 
drawback of this approach is the difficulty in dealing with the dynamics of the environment and the 
requirement of expensive, accurate, and reliable positioning systems. Another approach involves 
that the vehicle follows a route derived from a local relative reference frame. This relative frame 
may consist of a row crop camera, different forms of odometry, etc. and will allow the vehicle to 
adjust to the topological characteristics of the field (Billingsley & Schoenfisch, 1997; Hague et al, 
2000; Tillett et al, 1998; Åstrand & Baervildt, 2002).  Page 2 of 25 
Another approach involves invoking a distributed behaviour-based system (e.g. Kosecka et al, 
1997) to control the weeding agent, which is the approach pursued in this paper. The objective is to 
establish a system which will allow for the weeding agent to behave rational in the field requiring 
only minor priory information and driving relative to the field attributes. This will involve defining 
the requirements for a high-level control language for robotic weeding in row crops in the inter- and 
intra-row area as well as close to the crop area. The control commands should be based on easily 
recognisable guide-marks that the human operator normally uses for operating in row crops. In this 
way, besides operating as an independent system for controlling the motion of the weeding agent, 
the system may be regarded as a fall-back system for more integrated planning systems, where 
RTK-GPS or other sensing methods for positioning may fail. The focus is on having a robust 
system using the environment as guide-marks as compared with a fully optimised system involving 
complex global planning efforts. 
The pursued approach to a large extent follows the motto “The world is its own best model” as 
outlined by Brooks (1991). That is, navigating the weeding agent in an uncertain and unpredictable 
environment without planning. However, in order to include goal orientation to enable behaviour 
sequencing a “job completion” module will be included. This module keeps track of the job 
progress so far and gives advice with respect to guiding the weeding agent in its further coverage of 
the field. In this way the proposed control systems resembles that of a hybrid reactive/goal directed 
architecture often requested by robotic systems (Arkin, 1989; Yavuz & Bradshaw, 2002). 
The hypothesis involves an assessment on whether the crop structure of a typical sugar beet field 
may form the basis for a rational weeding operation. Current robots working in out-door 
environments include vehicles like lawn-movers and vacuum cleaners (Garcia-Alegre et al., 1999; 
Hicks & Hall, 2000). In most cases, these vehicles adopt a random driving configuration which will 
not ensure full coverage in an operational efficient way as the vehicle may visit the same location 
more than once (Huang, 2001). This random approach is not regarded feasible in the case of a 
robotic weeding agent working in an agricultural row crop field where each plant has to be visited 
only once. The reason is that the risk of a repeated visit to a plant may increase the fail rate in terms 
of sugar beets being classified as weed reducing the overall work quality (Lamm et al., 2002; 
Terawaki et al., 2002; Åstrand & Baervildt, 2002). Repeated physical weeding around single sugar 
beet plants also increases the risk of damage to the crop plant. Also importantly, the operational 
performance in terms of time consumption and capacity will be hampered because of the inefficient 
driving pattern. The objective is to adapt a robotic weeding system to a single-plant scale 
configuration using the structure in an agricultural row crop field. 
The functionality of the current out-door agents, like vacuum cleaners and lawn movers, 
encompass the principle of requiring only minor skills from the operator of the vehicle. By 
activating a simple on/off switch, the vehicle will commence operation and fulfils its task without 
any intervention by the operator. Also, the small vehicle concept fulfils the requirements of safe 
operation, eliminating costly and complicated equipment to address safety issues for the robot. It is 
the objective to adopt this small vehicle concept for the robotic weeding system with the 
expectations of having low investment costs but at the same time having a system which is user-
friendly for the farm manager in terms of limited required instruction skills. Basically, the vehicle 
should be operated by placing it within the field and engage a simple start command.  
In order to fully utilize the environmental structure in the field attributes like the field boundary, 
the row crop structure, etc. should be described off-line. However, no heavy data requirement will 
be needed prior to initializing the vehicle. The tasks of the deliberative part of the agent controlling 
may be reduced by adapting the field structure to the capability of the agent. Such adaptations have 
been seen in other agricultural robotic application, like the milking robot, where the herd is adapted 
to the requirements of the robot by selectivity among the cows (e.g. Demont et al., 2001). Other Page 3 of 25 
structure improving measures might include transborder farming, where fields are farmed together 
to improve and optimize driving patterns (e.g. Demmel et al., 2003). 
The overall hypothesis is that it is possible for a weeding agent with very limited reasoning and 
planning capabilities to pass over every row without any priory knowledge except for the inner and 
outer boundaries. The aim is to render the hypothesis by use of simulation using a testbed approach. 
 
  
2. Outline 
 
The applied approach of evaluating the feasibility of adapting an existing agent to an agricultural 
domain involves the following steps: 
 
(1) A typical agricultural domain comprising a hypothetical sugar beet field is selected and 
described  
(2) Description of basic system components and functionalities 
(3) The basis for selecting a potential agent platform together with its control language are detailed 
(4) Proposed modifications and extension to selected agent 
(5) Three targeted cases offering different challenges in terms of motion complexity are designed in 
order to simulate the use of the modified agent language  
(6) In order to test the physical performance of the vehicle incorporating the derived modifications a 
comprehensive testbed is designed (not implemented). 
(7) An operational performance analysis is carried out based on the results from the testbed (not 
implemented)   
 
 
3. Selection and description of the agricultural domain 
 
In the following the principles of a high-level language will be described for varying agricultural 
field conditions for row crop weeding. A suitable language is chosen, which has been proven 
efficient within real-time vehicle robotics. Further, as means for deriving modifications or 
supplemental functions specific cases are devised and described based on differing characteristics of 
the field environment.   
 
3.1 Characteristics of the environment within agricultural row crop fields 
A 0.4 hectare field with cultivation of a row crop is illustrated in figure 1 outlining the field 
boundaries, row structure, row interactions, inner boundaries, stationary obstacles, and headlands. A 
virtual seeder comprising 12 rows was used for the creation of the crop row map in figure 1. The 
virtual seeding is simulating a conventional seeding procedure. The seeding route goes from a to e 
following the field boundary, then from position o following the boundary until position a. The 
seeder was then relocated to a position next to the initial 12 rows at position d and, subsequently, 
the seeding was performed from that position and side by side until the whole field was finished 
(right hand side of the field). Currently, the crop row map is simulated, but such maps can be 
substituted by a real seeding map based on a combined GPS and seed dispense data logging and 
processing system for estimating the location of each seed (Ehsani & Mattson, 2000; Nørremark et 
al, 2003). However, the current robotic weeding approach does not require this information. 
Instead, only the field boundary information and permanent obstacle information are required to 
constrain the agent motion. Information about the distance between crop rows and distance between 
seeds are well defined and constant throughout the field. This information can also be useful for the Page 4 of 25 
agent motions. Supplemental, it is assumed that a prior operation of inter-row weeding has been 
carried out. The weeding operation followed the same route as for the seeding operation starting at 
position  a. The inter-row weeding is providing a thinning of the crop rows overlapping. 
Overlapping rows are unavoidably during the seeding operation. The thinning of overlapping rows 
is shown in situation c, d, j, l, m, n where the overlapping crop rows have been removed or cut off 
by the inter-row weeding. The situation e is illustrated mainly because this situation often occurs in 
a row crop structures for sugar beet, where the headland and also the first 12 rows shown around the 
whole field is cultivated with for example spring barley. However, Figure 1 can also represent the 
row structure for a typical maize field. Figure 1m and h indicates known the stationary obstacles in 
the field. The row structure shows the seeder routes around these obstacles, where situation Figure 
1h and m is illustrating the most common ways of seeding or non-seeding around obstacles in the 
field. The operator of the seeder and inter-row weeder is always considering the best route in order 
to increase the efficiency of the subsequent harvesting process. The trees in figure1b illustrate the 
possible shade effect of foliage on satellite communication to a GPS receiver which may cause 
positioning inaccuracies (Fotopoulos et al., 1999).      
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Figure 1. Illustration of typical crop row interactions and some example environmental conditions in a field with row 
crop cultivation. See body text for explanation of the situations a to n. 
 
 
4. Basic system components and functionalities 
 
The agent will be equipped with a row guidance system capable of sensing three crop rows 
simultaneously. The row guidance system will primary use the centre row for guidance and the 
neighbouring rows as secondary guidance if the centre row is temporally not detectable. The 
guidance system must also be able to realise headland areas where the rows ends (e.g. the vision 
system used by Tillet et al (2002) and Tillet et al (1998).  
The agent must have a rough obstacle detection system capable of detecting positive and 
negative obstacles as for example deep wheel tracks.  Page 6 of 25 
Each wheel will have encoders enabling limited dead reckoning used, for example, for 
headlands turns similar to Tillet et al (1998). Global positioning will be obtained for instance by a 
DGPS system.      
The requirement for the agent will include the ability to log and store positioning information 
into an ASCII file. The file is expected to contain the following information: 
-  The NMEA 0183 $GPGGA string from the DGPS receiver containing the global UTM 
longitude and latitude position of the weeding agent and some quality information. 
-  The integrated relative change in the position orientation since the last stored DGPS position 
based on dead reckoning 
-  A time stamp  
-  A flag indicating which of the three possible row that are visible 
-  A flag indicating if the agent is snapped to a row or is within a transition between rows 
  
For external communication the agent will be equipped with Wireless LAN and GPRS as 
fallback in case the broadband WLAN communication fails.  
The agent needs to know directly or indirectly where to move next when reaching the end of a 
row (e.g. Hague et al, 2000). According to Andersen & Ravn (2004) this is a soft/non real-time 
supervisor problem or a strategically controller problem and not a hard real-time problem like the 
tactical executor level where e.g. the SMR-CL language belongs. Hence, a supervisory system is 
needed keeping track of the field boundaries, the past and the current positions and orientation of 
the weeding agent. For example, Reid et al. (2000) mention the use of a supervisory system called a 
Field Coverage Monitor to coordinate the activities of an autonomous harvester based on its current 
position within the field. Based on this, the supervisor system can always tell the agent what 
currently seems most reasonably to do next like turn around and follow the row on your left hand 
side. However, being able to do this, the weeding agent must continuously tell the supervisor 
system its current position and orientation via, for example, a log file.  
 
4.1 The Supervisory Field Coverage Monitor (SFCM) 
A Supervisory Field Coverage Monitor (SFCM) is central for a weeding agent operating within a 
row crop field. Neither the weeding agent nor the SFCM has any priory knowledge about the row 
organisation and location except for the row distance. The SFCM will only know the outer and 
inner field boundaries. However, since the rows themselves generates a highly organised and 
structured environment it should be possible for a weeding agent with very limited global 
positioning accuracy, memory, and reasoning capabilities to cover most fields autonomously with a 
minimum of human support. 
 
Requirements to be fulfilled by the Supervisory Field Coverage Monitor: 
 
  Is able to read directly from positioning log file the weeding agent is writing to with a 
relatively low frequency  
  Is a standalone module which continuously or on request advise the weeding agent  on what 
to do next based on its current position and estimated orientation, field boundaries, and the 
area covered so far 
  Will initially only know the outer and inner field boundaries, and optionally the distance 
between the crop rows 
  Can be located within the weeding agent itself or externally on an LAN connected server.      
  Estimate the approximate current global position and orientation of the weeding agent based 
on the weeding agents open log file Page 7 of 25 
  Must be able to advice the weeding agent despite of a deteriorated positioning accuracy less 
than the current distance between the rows 
  Continuously stores the area covered so far into a job file. This enables restart after, for 
example, a break down. The job file also includes the inner and outer field boundaries 
  The SFCM for example can contain the following commands or advises, which will be 
explained in details later: 
 
o  TurnRight (TR) 
o  TurnLeft (TL) 
o  GoStrait (GS) 
o  TotalCoverageLeft (TCL) 
o  TotalCoverageRight (TCR) 
o  PartialCoverageFBLeft (PCFBL) 
o  PartialCoverageFBRight (PCFBR) 
o  PartialCoverageFBLGoStrait (PCFBLGS) 
o  PartialCoverageFBRGoStrait (PCFBRGS) 
 
Three additional TRUE/FALSE flags are passed together with the commands to the weeding agent 
defining if a row has been detected since the agent snapped to one of the three potential detectable 
rows. The variables are called RowDetectedLeft, RowDetectedCenter, and RowDetectedRight, for 
left, center, and right row, respectively. The flags may influence how the agent respond to the 
command received from the SFCM.  
The vertical arrow illustrates the order of priority the SFCM is using in selecting the most 
appropriate guideline for the weeding agent. If it is possible to turn left or right the SFCM advice 
the agent to continue with rows with similar orientation as the current row before for example 
advising it to go strait (GoStrait).   
 
 
5. Selection and description of a potential agent platform 
A small mobile robot (SMR) developed at the Section for Automation, Ørsted, The Danish 
Technical University (DTU) was found to be an appropriate test platform for this project. Initially 
the SMR fulfills the criteria for a vehicle small in size, lightweight and easy to handle by one person 
only. The SMR is a vehicle measuring 0.3 m times 0.3 m in length and width, respectively. The 
relative small sized and lightweight SMR decrease the risk of conferring any damages to the 
surrounding environment. However, the size of the vehicle is large enough to enable parts like 
cameras and other electronic equipment to be mounted on the vehicle. 
 
5.1 Small Mobile Robot (SMR) software architecture 
The SMR real time software hybrid architecture consists of a command arbitration controller, a 
sensor management controller, and a manoeuvre controller. The sensor manager controller is 
responsible for getting time stamped data from sensors. In the current system the sensor manager 
controller is implemented as a server that handles communication with sensors via a RS485/RS232-
serial bus. In the present implementation, the same server is also responsible for communication 
with the actuators. The sensor manager server is a self-contained control block that maps input data 
into output as a C-struct with data fields for each of the sensors. Sensor signals and internal states 
derived from kinematic model algorithms are available from the sensor manager controller through 
read-only system variables with names always starting with a $-sign. The system variable values 
and the interpretation of the SMR-CL language are updated every 10 ms. Based on sensor system Page 8 of 25 
variable values, either directly or via motion primitives from the command arbitrate controller, the 
manoeuvre controller generates control signals for the actuators of the robot. Motion primitives are 
used to link and enable the command arbitrary controller to generate actuator control via the 
manoeuvre controller. The following 9 motion primitives are listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. SMR motion primitives provided by the manoeuvre controller. 
Motion 
primitives 
Parameter Description 
fwd d  Move forward d meters 
turn b  [‘rad’]  Turn b degrees in radians around center 
turnr  r b [‘rad’]  Turn b degrees in radians with turning radius r meter 
drive   drive with current speed 
stop   stop vehicle and keep position and orientation 
idle   stop vehicle and keep speed at zero 
followline ‘type’  Follow line using ‘type’ syntax: e.g. bl (left side of black line), bm (middle of black line),  
br (right side of black line). 
followwall ‘side’  Follow a wall to the side of the vehicle using ‘side’ syntax: l (left), r (right) 
resetmotors   Reset the motor modules 
 
The fwd and turn motion primitives generate motion in a stop and go manner while the drive and 
turnr motion primitives are used to generate continuous tracks. In all motion modes the robot will 
automatically stop for obstacles and continue operation when the obstacle disappears. The 
command arbitrary controller is responsible for the real-time coordination of the system variable 
values from the sensor manager, controller, and the manoeuvre controller so that the mobile robot 
acts according to the desired mission plan. The SMR-CL language is used for both programming 
the mission plan in non-real time and as a real time state flow controller. Thus, the SMR-CL 
language is acting as a bridge between the real and non real-time layers. Line oriented text based 
interpretation is the basic for programming in the SMR-CL language. The language also supports 
assignment statements with mathematical expressions and functions. The basic programming 
format of the SMR-CL language is:  
 
         Motion primitive        Parameter         [@v velocity]     [@a acceleration]     [:stopconditions] 
 
Stop conditions consists of system variables. The interpretation will continue at the next line if one 
or more of the stop conditions are true. The interpretation updates every 10 ms. 
 
The principle of the SMR-CL language structure can be expressed as: perform an action until 
‘something’ happens then, depending on the nature of ‘something’, go on with the next action. 
Thus, the SMR-CL language has implemented three state flow control statements; i) label 
“labelname” where each label consist of multiple motion primitives, ii) GoTo “labelname” which 
continues execution in the line with the label “labelname”, and iii) If(‘expression’) “labelname” 
which enables jumping to “labelname” if expression is true. The expression syntax consists of 
system variables provided by the sensor management controller. The system variables gives 
information about wheel odometry, distance to obstacles based on IR-sensors, and orientation 
relative to the desired track based on optical reflectance sensors. 
 
5.2 Small Mobile Robot (SMR) hardware architecture 
Two wheels able to turn 360
o without any actuators are mounted at each corner of the front of the 
frame of the SMR. Individual DC engines are connected to each of the back wheels of the SMR. 
DC engine and power amplifier are connected to the internal server through a RS-485 serial Page 9 of 25 
communication bus on the SMR. A velocity servo is present in the power module utilising the 
encoders for measuring the speed of the wheel. Encoders on each wheel give 2000 tics per wheel 
revolution equal to approximately 0.1 mm resolution. The encoder values are read from the power 
amplifier module on the RS-485 bus. Varying the speed of the individual DC engines enables the 
vehicle to change the orientation and velocity. The power supply is ATX compliant and enables the 
SMR to run on battery or external power while recharging. The SMR is able to run for 2 hours 
when fully charged. The battery is a 12V 7 Ah sealed lead-acid battery. Students at the DTU are 
currently testing a new feature of the SMR, where the SMR is run for 24 hours on a test bed, and 
where the SMR is programmed to go back to a recharging station automatically when recharging of 
its battery is needed (Andersen & Ravn, 2004; Børrild, 2000). 
The on board computer of the SMR is a standard 1 GHz AMD processor. It has 256 Mbytes of 
RAM and 512 MBytes flash disc. There are USB ports and a plug-in PCI card which carries a PC-
Card WaveLan wireless LAN card connecting to a server and/or the internet at up to 11 Mb/s. The 
operating software is Linux (Andersen & Ravn, 2004; Børrild, 2000). 
Reflectance sensors aimed at the ground is used for measuring the reflectance. There are 8 
sensors mounted in a row which are used for detecting coloured lines on the ground. The 
reflectance sensors are connected to the computer using a RS-232 bus. Infra Red (IR) sensors are 
mounted to enable obstacle avoidance and sensing the environment. The IR-sensor modules 
measure at distances up to 0.8 meter. There are 7 IR sensor modules controlled by a module in the 
RS-485 bus (Andersen & Ravn, 2004; Børrild, 2000).  
 
 
6. Proposed modifications and extensions to the SMR-CL language 
 
There are only minor changes to the SMR-CL language used by Andersen & Ravn (2004). The Log 
command should be altered so it is possible to initiate the logging to an ASCII file suited the 
SFCM. 
A relatively simple way to implement the latter supervisory system to the architecture of the 
control system described by Andersen & Ravn (2004) is to consider the strategically controller as a 
simple sensor connected to the low level sensor management. Payton (1986) characterized this kind 
of indirect sensor input to the agent as virtual sensors. The sensor state is the advice from the SFCM 
and is continuously written to the system variable as described by Andersen & Ravn (2004). 
Commands and system variables (e.g. stop conditions) must be altered so it can handle 3 rows 
equivalent to the line sensor setup on the SMR robot described by Andersen & Ravn (2004). Hence 
the FollowLine command must be extended with an additional parameter specifying which of the 
three rows to use as guideline. The specifying variables could be “LeftLineSensor”, 
“CenterLineSensor”, or “RightLineSensor” where the center line sensor is default if they are 
excluded in the command line. Stop conditional system variables related to the line sensor should 
also be extended to handle three rows or lines. For example the $BlackLineFound stop condition 
must be extended to indicate which of the three lines or rows it is connected to. One solution could 
be extent the name to $BlackLineFoundLeft, $BlackLineFoundCenter, or $BlackLineFoundRight.   
Furthermore the four additional system variables (WhereToGoNext, RowDetectedLeft, 
RowDetectedCenter, and RowDetectedRight) controlled by the SFCM is added the weeding agent. 
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7. Case Study 
 
This section provides the results of a theoretically study of utilising the modified SMR for weeding 
operations in row structures previously illustrated in Figure 1. The result of this study comprises 
SMR-CL language programming sentences consisting of existing motion primitives and addition of 
new/required system variables. Three cases were studied. The results were obtained by a stepwise 
process, starting with a simple row structure, and then adding more complex row structures. The 
third case is believed to handle most situations under real field conditions excluding unknown 
positive and negative obstacles like rocks and erosion channels. The mission for all cases was to 
enable the vehicle to follow all rows and cover the whole area without any external assistance. For 
each case a drawing was made to illustrate the row structure. A weeding agent is placed at different 
locations in the drawing to illustrate different situations that the agent has to handle. The code was 
derived based on the different situations and is presented in adjacent tables. The tables include a 
link to the different situations shown in the drawings. The links are added a number which 
represents the order of command activation. 
 
4.1 Case 1:  
This is the simplest case which has only rows placed adjacent and excluding missing or crossing 
rows. The row structure for case 1 is shown in Figure 2. 
 
a
d
c
1 m
i
j
b
e
h
g
f
∆
 
Figure 2. Illustration of Case 1. The sequence a to j is defining a time line, starting at a. The notations a to j is also 
referring to different situations. The ∆ is indicating the area where the robot has been during its operation. The 
punctuated line (-⋅-) constrain the area covered so far by the robot at the end of operation in this case at situation j. 
 
The weeding agent is placed at position a with the center line sensor above the first row. The 
vehicle initiates its mission after a start button/command has been activated. The log file is also 
initiated at a. The weeding agent will follow the row based on its center placed reflectance sensors 
b using the motion primitive followline. The speed of the vehicle is defined by H, which is set to 0.2 
m/s. The stop condition is no row detectable. This is illustrated in situation c. The agent will in this 
situation stop and read the system variable $WhereToGoNext set by SFCM. It will also move 
forward by D meters in order to complete the current row. D is a standard travel distance which in 
this study is set to 0.21 meter. The row detection sensors are placed in front of the weeding agent 
and D meter from the vehicles center of rotation. The rotation center is where the arrow inside the 
vehicle begins. The advice provided by SFCM in situation c is TurnRight. Following the link to Page 11 of 25 
situation c in Table 1 provides the continuity of commands from that situation and forward. Hence, 
situation c is followed by d where the agent makes a turn to the right and move forward for a 
distance of Drow. Drow is the row spacing in m, here 0.5 m. Another right turn is made, and the 
agent is ready for following the next row (e). The table below is presenting the complete writing of 
SMR-CL commands based on the situations a to j in Figure 2.  
 
Table 2. The commands for programming the SMR-language to enable the SMR robot to handle the situations a-j in 
Figure 2. The SFCM is providing the $WhereToGoNext parameters. The $SFCM is the data log file for GPS and the 
detection of rows and crossing rows. 
Link to the 
situations in 
Figure 2 
SMR-CL code   
  D = 0.21  
H = 0.2 
Drow = 0.5  
 
a
1  log ”$SFCM”   
a
2,e
1,h
1  label ”Frow”  $RowDetectedLeft=-1 
a
3,e
2,h
2    $RowDetectedCenter=-1 
a
4,e
3,h
3    $RowDetectedRight=-1 
a
5,b
1,e
4,h
4    followline Center bm@v H :(!$BlackLineFoundCenter) 
c
1,f
1,i
1,j
1    fwd D@v H 
c
2    if $WhereToGoNext == ”Right” ”TurnRight” 
f
2    if $WhereToGoNext == ”Left” ”TurnLeft” 
i
2    if $WhereToGoNext == ”TotalCoverageRight” ”TCL” 
j
2    if $WhereToGoNext == ”TotalCoverageLeft” ”TCR” 
c
3  label ”TurnRight”  Stop 
d
1    turn 90 
d
2    fwd Drow 
d
3    turn 90 
d
4    goto ”Frow” 
h
3  label ”TurnLeft”  Stop 
g
1    turn -90 
g
2    fwd Drow 
g
3    turn -90 
g
4    goto ”Frow” 
i
3  label ”TCL”  Stop 
i
4    if RowDetectedLeft<>-1 ”TurnLeft” 
(i
5)   goto ”Stp” 
j
3  label ”TCR”  Stop 
   if RowDetectedRight<>-1 ”TurnRight” 
j
4    goto ”Stp” 
(i
6), j
5  label ”Stp”  Stop 
 
As outlined from Table 2, the label Frow or follow row behaviour is active until the center sensor 
cannot detect any row. The system variables RowDetectedLeft, RowDetectedCenter, and 
RowDetectedRight are reset to -1 for each turn command. When the vehicle starts detecting rows 
from the reflectance sensors placed to the right, left or in the center, the SFCM normally sets the 
system variables RowDetectedLeft, RowDetectedCenter, or RowDetectedRight to zero, respectively. 
In situation i the system variables RowDetectedLeft  and  RowDetectedRight in the logfile are 
supporting the SFCM with information about detection of rows to the left or to the right. The 
decision made by SFCM at situation i would be TotalCoverageRight if the whole area is covered to 
the right of the vehicle. The outcome of the SFCM in situation i is an activation of the label TCL 
(TCL is an abbreviation for Total Coverage Left). The log file is here used to determine if there is 
still one row left to the left of the vehicle, indicated by the dotted row in Figure 2. The reason for 
illustrating the dotted row is because of a potential low accuracy of the coverage. The coverage is 
based on GPS and it is assumed that the GPS accuracy is less than the crop row distance (Drow). 
Thus, there is a probability of a missing row. Hence therefore a control of adjacent rows is needed 
like in situation i. The label TCL reads the system variable RowDetectedLeft values given by the 
SFCM. If the value is true the command Turnleft is activated and follow the dotted row and thereby Page 12 of 25 
make a full coverage of the whole field. For situation j the decision made by SFCM is 
TotalCoverageLeft. In situation j no row has been detected to the right. The weeding agent will 
execute a stop command. The label Stp is bringing the vehicle to stop and maintain position and 
direction. 
 
4.2 Case 2:  
In case 2, the row structures from case 1 is extended by adding headlands. Starting at position a the 
commands and SFCM parameters outlined in case 1 are sufficient until the vehicle reaches situation 
j in the Figure below.  
 
a
g
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1 m
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Figure 3. Illustration of Case 2. The sequence a to u is referring to different situations. The a to q is indicating a 
continues time line, starting at a. From situation q the chain of events is optional. The dotted row is indicating an 
optional row. If this row is present, the situation t and u follows situation q, but if the dotted row is not present situation 
q is followed by a manual displacement of the vehicle to r. The punctuated line (-⋅-) constrain the area covered so far by 
the robot during its operation. The field boundary is indicated by the outer-most dotted border line (  ). 
 
Only using the code from case 1, the agent will stop and remain in a deadlock state in situation j in 
Figure 3. Therefore the programming of the SMR-CL language has to be extended to be able to deal 
with the new situations illustrated in Figure 3. In order to let the vehicle be able to continue from j 
to k, new SFCM decision parameters or SMR system variable values are needed. In situation j the 
field have only partly been covered to the left of the vehicle and the SFCM parameter 
PartialCoverageFBRight is introduced. FB in this parameter is an abbreviation for field boundary. 
Hence, the coverage is now referenced to the field boundary. This is done to reveal information 
about where the agent is located in relation to uncovered areas. In situation j the label PCFBR is 
activated and when no row has been detected by the reflectance sensors placed to the right the new Page 13 of 25 
label TurnRight90 is activated. The agent will then move backwards along the current row until a 
crossing row is detected by the reflectance sensors placed to the right. This procedure is followed 
by a 90 degree right turn. The vehicle will then follow the rows within the headland in a similar 
manner as case 1, until it reaches situation q. In q the SFCM will not provide a TotalCoverageLeft 
because even if the area to the left is covered, there is still some uncovered field at the headland at 
the opposite end of the field. If no row has been detected to the left, the agent will stop and keep 
position. The agent has to be moved manually to the uncovered headland. This process is illustrated 
by the arrow in Figure 3. On the other hand, if a row was detected to left, the vehicle will proceed 
from q until it reaches situation t. In situation t, the SFCM will set the WhereToGoNextsystem 
variable to PartialCoverageFBLeftGoStrait, which activates the label PCFBL. Because of the 
decision PartialCoverageFBLeftGoStrait, the label PCFBL will activate GoStraitLeft label. This 
label makes the vehicle turn left with 45 degrees, followed by a forward movement until the center 
placed reflectance sensor meets the stop conditions. The stop conditions can either be that the center 
placed reflectance sensor detects a line or a crossing line. If the stop condition is recognition of a 
line like in situation u, it will start the Frow procedure. If the crossing line detection is the stop 
condition, the vehicle will turn 45 degrees again by activating the label TurnLeft45, to be able to 
follow the detected crossing line with the Frow procedure. From situation v or from r, in case of 
manual movement, the agent will continue until it has finished the current head land area. 
 
Table 3 below is the SMR code for Case 2. New commands and additionally SFCM given values to 
the WhereToGoNext system values are highlighted in the table. 
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Table 3. The commands for programming the SMR-language to enable the SMR robot to handle the situations in Case 
2. The SFCM is providing the $WhereToGoNext parameters. The $SFCM is the data log file for GPS and the detection 
of rows and crossing rows. 
Link to the 
situations in 
Figure 3 
SMR-CL code   
  D = 0.21  
H = 0.2 
Drow = 0.5  
 
a
1  log ”$SFCM”   
a
2,e
1,n
1,r
1,v
1  label ”Frow”  $RowDetectedLeft=-1 
a
3,e
2,n
2,r
2,v
2    $RowDetectedCenter=-1 
a
4,e
3,n
3,r
3,v
3    $RowDetectedRight=-1 
a
5,b
1,e
4,h
1,i
1,k
1, 
n
4,o
1,p
1,r
4,s
1,v
4 
  followline Center bm@v H :(!$BlackLineFoundCenter) 
c
1,f
1,j
1,l
1,q
1,t
1    fwd D@v H 
c
2,j
2,l
2    if $WhereToGoNext == ”Right” ”TurnRight” 
f
2    if $WhereToGoNext == ”Left” ”TurnLeft” 
   if $WhereToGoNext == ”TotalCoverageRight” ”TCL” 
   if $WhereToGoNext == ”TotalCoverageLeft” ”TCR” 
q
2    if $WhereToGoNext == (”PartialCoverageFBRight” | ”PartialCoverageFBRightGoStrait”) ”PCFBR” 
t
2    if $WhereToGoNext == (”PartialCoverageFBLeft” | ”PartialCoverageFBLeftGoStrait”) ”PCFBL” 
c
3,j
3,l
3  label ”TurnRight”  Stop 
j
4    if RowDetectedRight==-1 ”TurnRight90” 
d
1,m
1    turn 90 
d
2,m
2    fwd Drow 
d
3,m
3    turn 90 
d
4,m
4    goto ”Frow” 
f
3  label ”TurnLeft”  Stop 
    if RowDetectedLeft==-1 ”TurnLeft90” 
g
1    turn -90 
g
2    fwd Drow 
g
3    turn -90 
g
4    goto ”Frow” 
  label ”TCL”  Stop 
   if RowDetectedLeft<>-1 ”TurnLeft” 
   goto ”Stp” 
  label ”TCR”  Stop 
   if RowDetectedRight<>-1 ”TurnRight” 
   goto ”Stp” 
q
3  label ”PCFBR”  Stop 
    if $WhereToGoNext== ”PartialCoverageFBRightGoStrait” ”GoStraitRight”  
q
4    if RowDetectedLeft<>-1 ”TurnLeft” 
(q
5)    goto ”Stp” 
t
3  label ”PCFBL”  Stop 
t
4    if $WhereToGoNext<> ”PartialCoverageFBLeftGoStrait” ”GoStraitLeft” 
    if RowDetectedRight<>-1 ”TurnRight” 
    goto ”Stp” 
j
5  label ”TurnRight90”  followline Center bm @v -0.5H :($CrossingBlackLineRight) 
    fwd D 
    turn 90 
    goto ”Frow” 
  label ”TurnLeft90”  followline Center bm @v -0.5H :($CrossingBlackLineLeft) 
    fwd D 
    turn -90 
    goto ”Frow” 
t
5  label ”GoStraitLeft”  Stop 
u
1    turn -45 
u
2    fwd 2Drow @v 0.1 :($BlackLineFoundCenter | $CrossingBlackLineCenter)  
u
3    if $BlackLineFoundCenter ”Frow” 
    goto ”Stp” 
  label ”GoStraitRight”  Stop 
    turn 45 
    fwd 2Drow @v 0.1 :($BlackLineFoundCenter | $CrossingBlackLineCenter)  
    if $BlackLineFoundCenter ”Frow” 
    goto ”Stp” 
  label ”Stp”  Stop 
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4.3 Case 3: 
The row structure compared to the previous case is extended to include row gaps and headland rows 
placed in different angels to the main rows. Starting at position a the commands and SFCM given 
parameters to the WhereToGoNext  outlined in case 2 are sufficient until the vehicle reaches 
situation l in the Figure below. 
a
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Figure 4. Illustration of Case 3. The sequence a to a’ is referring to different situations. The sequence a to x is 
indicating a continues time line, starting at a. From situation x the chain of events is optional. The dotted row is 
indicating an optional row. If this row is present, the situation z and a’ follows situation q, but if the dotted row is not 
present situation q is followed by a manual displacement of the vehicle to y. The punctuated line (-⋅-) constrain the area 
covered so far by the robot during its operation. The field boundary is indicated by the outer-most dotted border line ( 
 ). 
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The main changes compared to the command lines described in case 2 is the addition of the labels 
DriveRightLine and DriveLeftLine. The changes also imply that the actions provided by the former 
TurnRight and TurnLeft labels now depend on row detections. These changes are introduced in 
order to handle both the situation j and for example the situation l. In situation l the DriveRightLine 
will enable the agent to move forward based on the detection of a row to the right. It will use its 
right reflectance sensor to continue until situation m, where no row is detected. Here the agent will 
turn right and follow the next row (o). This procedure will leave two short rows uncovered as 
shown in Figure 4. The situation s is illustrating a situation where a right turn has been made by the 
agent, but no row is detected by the center reflectance sensors. The label DriveLeftLine is activated 
and the agent continue further within the actual and correct row. The left reflectance sensors are 
used for following the row until the center reflectance sensors detect a row again as shown in 
situation t. From situation t the Frow label is activated. The agent will then follow the rows from 
one headland to another according to the descriptions in case 1, until it reaches a situation like u. 
Here the activated commands are the same as in situation l, enabling the agent to turn right and 
continue in the adjacent row from its beginning. If the DriveRightLine label was not available in 
this situation, the agent would have turned to the right and also continued in the adjacent row, but 
not from the very beginning of the row. In situation æ the crossing row detection is the stop 
condition. Therefore the agent will turn 45 degrees to the left again by activating the label 
TurnLeft45 ( ø). Hence, the agent is able to follow the detected crossing row with the Frow 
procedure. 
 
Table 4. The commands for coding the SMR-language to enable the SMR robot to deal with all situations in Case 3. 
The SFCM is providing the $WhereToGoNext parameters. The $SFCM is the data log file for GPS and the detection of 
rows and crossing rows. 
Link to the 
situations in 
Figure 4 
SMR-CL code   
  D = 0.21  
H = 0.2 
Drow = 0.5  
 
a
1  log ”$SFCM”   
a
2,e
1,y
1,å
1,dd
1  label ”Frow”  $RowDetectedLeft=-1 
a
3,e
2, y
2, å
2,dd
2    $RowDetectedCenter=-1 
a
4,e
3, y
3, å
3,dd
3    $RowDetectedRight=-1 
a
5,b
1,e
4,h
1,i
1,k
1,
o
1,r
1,s
1,t
2,w
1, y
4, 
å
4,dd
4 
  followline Center bm@v H :(!$BlackLineFoundCenter) 
c
1,f
1,j
1,l
1,p
1,s
2, 
u
1,x
1,z
1,aa
1,bb
1 
  fwd D@v H 
c
2,j
2,l
2,p
2,u
2,aa
2,
bb
2 
  if $WhereToGoNext == ”Right” ”TurnRight” 
f
2,s
3    if $WhereToGoNext == ”Left” ”TurnLeft” 
   if $WhereToGoNext == ”TotalCoverageRight” ”TCL” 
   if $WhereToGoNext == ”TotalCoverageLeft” ”TCR” 
x
2    if $WhereToGoNext == (”PartialCoverageFBRight” | ”PartialCoverageFBRightGoStrait”) ”PCFBR” 
z
2    if $WhereToGoNext == (”PartialCoverageFBLeft” | ”PartialCoverageFBLeftGoStrait”) ”PCFBL” 
c
3,j
3,l
3,p
3,u
3,aa
3,
bb
3 
label ”TurnRight”  stop 
j
4    if RowDetectedRight==-1 ”TurnRight90” 
c
4,l
4,p
4,u
4,aa
4, 
bb
4 
  if RowDetectedRight==0 ”DriveRightLine” 
f
3,s
4  label ”TurnLeft”  stop 
   if RowDetectedLeft==-1 ”TurnLeft90” 
f
4,s
5    if RowDetectedLeft==0 ”DriveLeftLine” 
  label ”TCL”  stop 
   if RowDetectedLeft<>-1 ”TurnLeft” 
   goto ”Stp” 
  label ”TCR”  stop 
   if RowDetectedRight<>-1 ”TurnRight” 
   goto ”Stp” Page 17 of 25 
 
x
3  label ”PCFBR”  stop 
    if $WhereToGoNext== ”PartialCoverageFBRightGoStrait” ”GoStraitRight”  
x
4    if RowDetectedLeft<>-1 ”TurnLeft” 
(x
5)   goto  ”Stp” 
z  label ”PCFBL”  stop 
z    if $WhereToGoNext<> ”PartialCoverageFBLeftGoStrait” ”GoStraitLeft” 
    if RowDetectedRight<>-1 ”TurnRight” 
   goto  ”Stp” 
j
5  label ”TurnRight90”  followline Center bm @v -0.5H :($CrossingBlackLineRight) 
   fwd  D 
   turn  90 
   goto  ”Frow” 
  label ”TurnLeft90”  followline Center bm @v -0.5H :($CrossingBlackLineLeft) 
   fwd  D 
   turn  -90 
   goto  ”Frow” 
z
3  label ”GoStraitLeft”  stop 
æ
1   turn  -45 
æ
2    fwd 2Drow @v 0.1 :($BlackLineFoundCenter | $CrossingBlackLineCenter)  
    if $BlackLineFoundCenter ”Frow” 
æ
3    if $CrossingBlackLineCenter ”TurnLeft45” 
   goto  ”Stp” 
  label ”GoStraitRight”  stop 
   turn  45 
    fwd 2Drow @v 0.1 :($BlackLineFoundCenter | $CrossingBlackLineCenter)  
    if $BlackLineFoundCenter ”Frow” 
    if $CrossingBlackLineCenter ”TurnRight45” 
   goto  ”Stp” 
ø
1  label ”TurnLeft45”  turn -45 
ø
2    goto ”Frow” 
  label ”TurnRight45”  turn 45 
    goto ”Frow” 
c
5,l
5,m
1,p
5,u
5, 
aa
5,bb
5 
label ”DriveRightLine”  followline Right bm @v H :(!$BlackLineFoundRight | $BlackLineFoundCenter) 
    if $BlackLineFoundCenter ”Frow” 
d
1,n
1,q
1,v
1,cc
1    turn 90 
d
2,n
2,q
2,v
2,cc
2    fwd Drow 
d
3,n
3,q
3,v
3,cc
3    turn 90 
d
4,n
4,q
4,v
4,cc
4    goto ”Frow” 
f
5,s
6  label ”DriveLeftLine”  followline Left bm @v H :(!$BlackLineFoundLeft | $BlackLineFoundCenter) 
t
1    if $BlackLineFoundCenter ”Frow” 
g
1    turn -90 
g
2    fwd Drow 
g
3    turn -90 
g
4    goto ”Frow” 
  label ”Stp”  stop 
 
The SMR-CL commands and SFCM parameters provided in Table 4 are able to handle most 
demands according to the row structures of a real field as illustrated in Figure 1.    
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8. Discussion 
The invoked behaviour based approach implies that each behaviour or task module is responsible 
for a specific task like ”follow row”, “turn right”, etc. Each behaviour deals with its own sensory 
information and generates its own navigational commands to the vehicle controller. It is a reactive 
system with very limited possibilities of making predictions and look-ahead in terms of controlling 
the vehicle. That is contrary to the deterministic planning system, where the driving pattern of the 
vehicle is predetermined based on a sensed world model (Arkin, 1989). The expectations are that 
the model is accurate and able to predict all the conditions the vehicle would meet in the field. Also, 
it is anticipated that the all the driving instructions are carried exactly as planned. It may quickly be 
concluded that the deterministic planning system would have limited capabilities in an 
“uncontrolled” domain like an agricultural field. The construction of the SMR script language for a 
field clearly demonstrates the feasibility for behaviour based control systems adapting to the 
structure in the field. However, the case studies have shown the importance of invoking some kind 
of goal-directing module like the Supervisory Field Coverage Monitor (SFCM) to coordinate the 
behaviours in terms of reaching the overall goal of covering the whole field. This agrees with Arkin 
(1989) who concludes that the issue is not reactive versus pre planned control, but rather how to 
synthesize a control regime that incorporates both methodologies.   
Hexmoor et al. (1992) provides a framework for modelling four distinct types of behaviour, 
which they call reflexive, reactive, situated, and deliberative. Reflexive and reactive behaviours are 
predominantly unconscious behaviours, whereas situated and deliberative actions are conscious
1 
behaviours. The modified SMR used here only use the three first behaviours. The reflexive 
behaviour is embedded in the full stop action if the IR range sensors detect a positive obstacle in 
front of the vehicle. The reactive behaviours results in situated actions appropriate in the 
environment of the agent. The followline command is an example of this. The situated behaviour 
requires assessment of the state the system finds itself in and acting on basis of that. Only shallow 
reasoning is needed and an action is decided based on the current situation and not on the history of 
what has happened. Hence, it might be modelled by the workings of a finite state automaton 
(Hexmoor et al. 1992). The action taken by the modified SMR if the centre row suddenly cannot be 
detected and the neighbouring row is then temporally used instead is an example of a situated 
behaviour. The modified SMR does not have any deliberative behaviour. The SFCM system which 
is highly deliberative does however add the deliberative layer indirectly to the SMR as a virtual 
sensor. The SFCM indirectly works as a kind of mode manager controlling the behaviour classes to 
invoke when a stop condition is fulfilled and the SMR exit an active behaviour sequence. Ironically, 
this setup has, despite its behaviour based setup, one of the major drawbacks similar to deliberative 
planners. Rosenblatt (1997) concludes deliberative planners perform no sensing or planning during 
the execution of a step and the effects of an action is assumed to have occurred without verification, 
thus rendering the agents unresponsive to their environment. When the SMR imitate a behaviour 
there is no continuous verification of the execution except for the predefined stop conditions. There 
are no continuous communication and reasoning between the SMR situated in the real world and 
the deliberative SFCM. Hence the SFCM cannot intervene if the SMR is not acting as expected by 
sending a command like “Stop we have to talk before you move on”. According to the definition by 
Hexmoor et al. (1992) the SMR is not conscious.           
One future supplemental aspect would be the presence of obstacles in the field, in terms of solid 
objects which the vehicle has to be able to evade. In order to deal with obstacles in the field the 
                                                 
1 Hexmoor et al. (1992) define consciousness for a robotic agent operationally as being aware of one’s environment 
as evidenced by having some internal representation that are causally connected to the environment through perception 
being able to reason explicitly about the environment, and being able to communicate with an external entity about the 
environment. Page 19 of 25 
SMR has to be equipped with e.g. IR sensors sensing both positive obstacles (looking ahead) and 
negative obstacles (looking down). A 3D laser would be an optimal solution if not for the high cost 
both economical and computer demanding. The IR sensors are cheap but have a very limited range 
but since the field is highly structured due to the crop rows it should be sufficient when combined 
with an extended version of the SFCM.    
In terms of avoiding obstacles in a row configured field the emphasis is on the correct sequence 
of the relevant behaviours. In the case the vehicle detects an obstacle (either sensed or from 
historical information) the vehicle must follow the row until it reaches the obstacle. At the same 
time it must reduce its speed. Upon reaching the obstacle it must invoke an obstacle avoidance 
behaviour, like one that follows the edge of the obstacle until it reaches the row on the other side of 
the obstacle. Because of the fixed structure in the field the different behaviours will be enabled and 
disabled according to a fixed sequence. It will not be feasible to weigh the contributions form a 
number of distributed behaviours like the procedure proposed by Rosenblatt (1997). However, this 
architecture may be used in case of the SMR finding a path to uncovered areas in the field upon 
completion.  
Gowdy (1994) described SAUSAGES
1 which provides a framework for specifying, running, 
monitoring, and altering plans for mobile robots, and is ideal for building complex real-time 
systems that need to operate outdoor. Furthermore, a system that can execute a complex mission 
cannot simply be the sum of its perceptual modalities, there needs to be a “plan” which uses high 
level knowledge about goal and intensions, like cover the whole field, to direct the behaviour of the 
low level perception actuation modules (e.g. Arkin, 1989; Chatila, 1995; Gowdy, 1994). By 
equipping the SMR with a virtual sensor input from SFCM giving directives on where to go next 
“plan” is added to the system. However, the problem becomes more complex introducing learned 
obstacles from e.g. the SMR logfile and real-time sensed obstacles. The navigation to areas or 
islands within the field not yet covered may demand a planning and behaviour different to what 
have been demonstrated in this paper. So case 3 demands a certain set of algorithms, plan 
sequences, triggers, and state transitions, equal to a plan graph set, for achieving the goals of the 
mission, whereas navigation between uncovered islands needs another plan graph set. In fact the 
code in Case 3, Table 3, can be considered as a simple graph plan set. During the execution of a 
plan graph set any failures should be reported to the planner system so that it can generate a new 
algorithm or plan sequence based the new state of the world with the new knowledge from the 
failure. This is similar to a human who typically due not think about each step executing a task. A 
human will see a goal to achieve and will try to find a schema or algorithm that achieves the goal. If 
the network fails, the human or planner may go into a more intensive step by step planning mode, or 
it can take whatever other course of action it deems necessary (Gowdy, 1994). So it would be 
desirable to implement a SAUSAGES inspired plan execution layer on a future SMR based 
weeding agent. A simple reactive planner like the SFCM will be placed onboard the weeding agent 
whereas complex planners will be placed externally on web-based servers. The web-based 
planner(s) has the computational power to generate complex graph plan sets to a SAUSAGES like 
plan executor. However, if the internet communication fails the on SFCM will be used as fallback 
ensuring the weeding agent is operating if not in an optimal manner then at least a suboptimal 
manner. 
Figure 1f shows an area where the rows are missing. This result in that an area is left uncovered 
and the weeding agent must be moved to this area manually. If the agent had a SAUSAGES like 
architecture combined with a deliberative planner, then the planner would have performed a cost 
benefit analysis on whether it would have been more effective to cross the area based on e.g. dead 
                                                 
1 SAUSAGES stands for System for AUtonomous Specification, Acquisition, Generation, And Execution of 
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reckoning instead of just turning around. The planner would have initiated this by altering the graph 
plan set to use dead reckoning loosing all three rows when the agent reached the area in figure 1f. 
Several manual repositionings is needed applying the graph plan set from case 3 to the “natural” 
field illustrated in figure 1. By using a specialised planner, a navigation graph plan set could be 
constructed avoiding the manual support. The planner could be relatively simple by planning the 
direct route to the nearest uncovered area ignoring the crop rows. Since the number of obstacles 
within a field can be assumed very limited a multiresolution path planner is a good choice. The 
planner could be based on framed-quadtrees and an optimal algorithm (D*) to incrementally replan 
optimal paths (Kambhampati & Davis, 1986; Yahja et al., 2000).  This approach is reasonably since 
damage to the crop is limited taking the size of the weeding agent and the number of transitions into 
consideration. Behaviours minimising crop damage could be added to the graph plan set in order to, 
for example, avoid that the agent is treading down crop rows if it is moving in the direction of the 
rows. It would be relatively simple to implement such a specialised planner but improvement would 
be huge seen from the perspective of the farmer.       
By using machine vision within cotton and sugar beet fields it seems possible to distinguish the 
crop plants from weeds with as accuracy of 80-90% (Lamm et al., 2002; Terawaki et al., 2002). 
Terawaki et al. (2003) performed mechanical intra-row thinning and weeding in sugar beets with a 
speed of 0.1 m/s  whereas Lamm et al. (2002) performed intra-row micro-spraying in cotton with a 
speed of 0.45 m/s. In both cases the crop must have a safety zone of 1-2 cm where no weeding can 
be performed. Nørremark and Griepentrog (2004) indicated that 26.4% of sugar beet plants at the 4-
6 leaf stage are covering the main shoot of weeds. Hence, discrimination between weed species is 
beneficial under certain circumstances since it will be risky to perform any weeding so close to the 
crop plant. Using the micro-spraying technology Lund (2004) estimated that only 1 litre of a non 
specific herbicide is needed per hectare. Within the sugar beet domain described here only 20% of 
the area needs to be sprayed due to mechanical intra-row weeding. Hence 5 hectares can be covered 
per litre herbicide. Consequently, small weeding agents equipped with micro-spraying system and 
the navigational system described here is a realistic scenario in the near future. This conclusion 
contradicts Melander and Heisel (2002) who concluded robotic weeding might be a possibility in 
the distant future and seems not profitable or even not possible within the next 5-10 years. 
  
 
9. Conclusion 
The adaptation of the SMR language to the context of operating a small vehicle in a row crop field 
has clearly indicated the feasibility of applying such a high-level language to an agricultural 
domain. The relative limited modification necessary to accommodate the operational requirement of 
the vehicle shows the flexibility and applicability of the SMR language in terms of new domains. 
However, the need for a deliberative module quickly became evident in order to cope with record 
the progress of the vehicle work in the field.   
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